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How to Kiss a Russian Girl on the Neck - Sensual Kissing

Did you know that you can excite a Russian Girls by giving her central kisses on the neck to achieve maximum enjoyment? It is important to learn the best tricks and

follow the advice we give you here. If you don't know what you're doing. A kiss on the neck can be an awkward and unpleasant experience. Fortunately, you can

master the art of neck kissing. Yeah. The first step to kissing a Russian Call  Girl in the neck is to find the right time to do it. This will depend largely on the

relationship you have with your partner. The more confidence you have the more freedom you have to approach without fear. If this is the first time you've spent with

her you should find it intimate and calm moment approach her slowly bend your head slightly towards her neck. And if your partner has long hair. Move it to the side

if you want to kiss her. Do it in a soft and central way. Simply tickling her neck with her own hair can give us sensual chill which can serve as a prelude to the kiss

itself bring your lips to her gently making her notice your breathing don't simply reach out to her neck with your head but rather move your whole body closer so that

there is a little space between you give brief kisses letting your lips touch her neck and fall away. Try to stroke her cheek while you kiss her neck. This moment can

be very sweet and pleasant if you see the situation as favorable. Try to separate your lips a little and kiss a skin in a more passionate and prolonged way. But

remember you are not kissing her on the mouth so you should avoid doing the same movements and avoid using the tongue try biting the neck of your partner in a

very sensual way with care and delicacy bites on the neck. Should not be done unless the situation encourages it. If done well little loved nibbles can be tremendously
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